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An economy is a compliance of various sectors and therefore, catering to all the sectors would help grow Punjab in the coming times which could be 
easily seen in the budget announced. The budget is mainly centered around how to take Punjab to the next level in the terms of Education, 
Agriculture, Financial Structure, Fintech, Infrastructure and Healthcare. 
The Government is keen to boost the financial health of the State by adding no extra Taxes and making provisions that only restores the financial 
structure and act as a catalyst in the growth of the Industrial Sector within the State. The foundation of the State of Punjab is our farmers and we 
have seen that how they suffered in past one year. AAP Government focuses on the welfare of our Farmers in the recent budget by allocating Rs 
11,560 crores for the agriculture sector.
In addition to, Youth is the future for any economy whether the country or the state. The budget is youth driven which would give the power to the 
young minds to take risks, experiment and achieve their dreams which in turn would benefit the state in the long term. The post Covid Punjab will 
prosper all the health care demands and all in all this budget would turn out to be a game changer not only for the state but also for its people.

Punjab Budget for the Fiscal 2022-23
Aam Aadmi Party presented its first Budget of INR 1.55 Lakh Crore after winning the Assembly Elections and commencing as the 

Government of Punjab on Monday, June 27, 2022. Mr. Harpal Singh Cheema, the Finance Minister of Punjab, represented  Bhagwat 

Mann Government and presented the Annual Budget for the Fiscal 2022-23 in the State Assembly. 

As we all know, the financial health of our state has been deteriorating for the past few years and thus the current Government aims 

to focus to get back the Golden financial health of Punjab and restore the economy. The AAP Government is concerned about 

fulfilling all the promises which were made during the time of elections and not betray any voter who have put in their faith in the 

current government. 
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Major Points covered in the Budget are as follows:

Firstly, the AAP Government announced that the

promise had been made earlier for giving the 300 
Units

No new Taxes were declared in this Budget, revenue 
in 2022-23 increase through-

1. Excise Policy (56% increase), 2. GST collection (27% 

The total Power Subsidy of the state will be

Rs 15,845.89 crore.

The state government proposes to raise Rs 31804.99 
crore as market loans, up from Rs 27362.74 crore 

raised by the state last year.

For Punjab's farmers, the Bhagwant Mann 
government has allotted Rs 11,560 crores for the 

agriculture sector in its first state budget. 

Out of this total amount, Rs. 200 crores will be 
allotted to resolve the issue of stubble burning, which 

becomes a pain point for north India - including 

The state government has promised to set up 16 
medical colleges in the state in the next five years. An 

amount of Rs 30 crore has been marked for 

No provision in the budget to meet the promise of Rs 
1,000 allowance for each woman over 18.

Rs 20,122 crore will be spent on payment of interest 
on states loans. However, the total debt servicing will 

take Rs 36,068.67 crore of the state’s earnings.

The GST compensation from the Centre would end on 
June 30 and the government is banking on Rs 9500 

crore from excise.

The government has decided to approve fresh 
recruitment of 26,454 people and regularization of 

36,000 contractual employees.
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The Stock Report shown above has been chosen within the 
companies having piotroski score more than 7 in its financials.
Let us break down the piotroski score and understand in detail.
Piotroski score basically reflects nine criteria used to determine 
the strength of a firm's financial position. The score is between 
zero and nine where 9 being the best and 0 being the worst. The 
following score is used to determine the best value stock which in 
simple language could be considered companies having high 
return on capital employed with low debt to equity ratio.
These 9 aspects are based on accounting results over a number of 
years where a point is awarded each time a number is met. The 
following score can be broken down into 3 major categories 
explained below. 
Profitability: Profitability is closely related to profit which 
measures the overall efficiency of the company. A business's 
ability to produce return on investment based on its resources 
and the Capital utilized. Better the profitability higher the 
piotroski score.
Leverage: Leverage is basically when a firm borrows money in the 
form of loan or any other source to raise capital to fund one of it 
projects. It is debt for which the company pays interest in return. 

Lower the debt equity ratio higher the piotroski score.
Operating Efficiency: Operating Efficiency measures the 
efficiency of profits in relation to its operating costs. It measures 
how costs are incurred during any financial activity where lower 
costs lead to better gross margin.. Higher the efficiency better the 
piotroski score.
Firstly, as we already know the stocks listed above have been 
chosen with a number greater than 7 which means they are high 
on profitability, low on leverage and are operating at a positive 
margin. Secondly, the stocks have been categorized by its 
respective Market Cap (Largest to smallest).  Market 
Capitalization is the market value of any publicly traded 
company's outstanding shares, calculated by multiplying the 
company's share price with total number of outstanding shares. 
Moving on, let us take an example of a stock with the highest 
market cap State Bank of India. Now, Infosys piotroski score is 8 
which happens to be on much positive side and is also supported 
by its financials which makes it an attractive bet to invest your 
money in. As we go ahead, we notice the ROE for this stock is 
12.18, and P/E ratio is 11.66 and EPS = 39.64. Moving on operating 
profit margin stands at 31.94 which talks volumes regarding the 

performance of the company. This only proves that the company 
has performed in a uniform manner and has portrayed healthy 
profits, is expected to be a solid investment for its investor's to 
park their money in and gain money out of the stock.
In addition to, let us take an example of the least market cap in 
this stock segment Allcargo Logistics. Every Stock comes with its 
own classifications. The following stock is smallest in its market 
cap but again the piotroski number is 8 and returns are escalating 
at a high level where ROE = 32.33 and P/E = 7.61 and OPM is 7.55. 
We can figure out that the returns are on a positive side in relation 
to its smaller market cap .The stock is definitely not at its 
maximum at the moment and can reach greater heights in terms 
of market cap and could also be considered as a good investment.
Lastly, this report can be a useful tool for many investors who are 
looking for short term ideas and if calculated specifically also 
large term investments.. These stocks have potential to grow 
large in their profit growth and in terms of size, returns and its 
share price. Therefore, the following parameters should be 
studied in detail for all these stocks and depending on individual 
conclusions money could be invested based on your portfolio and 
risk profile.

Stock Report 

Economic Calendar

Derivatives Analysis

Derivatives are securities that derive their value form an 
underlying asset. Most common form of derivatives are future 
contracts.
Open interest refers to total number of outstanding derivatives 
contracts that have not been settled. For every buyer of a 
future contract there must be a seller. If a bought contract is 
not sold then it is considered open. When options have large 
open interest, it indicates it has large number of buyers and 

sellers. 
From the table above let us take an example of ITC. The 
contract of ITC stands with an open interest of 3,80,00,000 
which portray huge momentum and many players in the 
contract. The increase from the previous day in OI is 33.79%. 
One of the indicators to invest in contracts is when there is an 
increase in open interest with an increase in price which 
indicates a possibility for price of the contract to grow further 

in the coming days and could be a good trading bet for short 
term. 
In addition to, price of ITC has been on a rise for past 4 days 
from the low of 262 to high of 272, which means that both price 
and open interest are in a similar upwards positive direction 
and have prospective to be promoted even further.
This is one of the indicators to be studied and in the same way 
all the options cans be analysed first and depending on results 
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Stock is range bound, conditional buy above 18,600 with the 
SL 18400 for Target 19,000.

Chart Setup
Muthoot FinanceAdani Transmission

Foreign Institutional Investors
FII SEBI

Mutual Fund Activity
MF SEBI

The Stock came down by huge levels in the Past & now a reversal trend 
is visible in relation to RSI. Buy at CMP,with the Target for the SL 36.

Resistance Breakout, Buy at CMP with a Target of 
2400 and SL at 2200.

Stock has been trading in a downward channel pattern by creating 
lower lows for quite some time, therefore selling at 

CMP for the Target 900-920 with SL 1000.

Tv18 BroadcastAbbott India
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“Investment must be rational; if you can't 
understand it, don't do it.”
- Warren Buffet
A mutual fund factsheet is a basic document 
that gives the reader a brief overview of a 
particular mutual fund scheme and its related 
details. It is used for evaluating a mutual fund 
scheme and study various parameters of the 
scheme. It gives information of the scheme at a 
glance and is easy to understand and interpret. 
One is always advised to carefully study the 
factsheet before making an investment 
decision. Some of the important points 
provided in the factsheet are investment 
objective, type of scheme, load structure, net 
asset value, risk level, portfolio of the scheme, 
past performance, industry allocation, etc. 
COMPONENTS OF A FACTSHEET
In order to understand the various components 
of a factsheet, let us take an example of XYZ 
Fund. 
1.  INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE:  ( just  for 
illustration purposes, based on random figures)
To generate long-term capital appreciation by 
investing in a dynamic mix of equity and equity 
related instruments across various market 
capitalizations. However, there is no assurance 
or guarantee that the investment objective of 
the scheme will be achieved.
2. SCHEME DETAILS: 

3. INDUSTRY ALLOCATION: (just for illustration 
purposes, based on random figures)

4. PAST PERFORMANCE OF THE SCHEME: (just 
for illustration purposes, based on random 
figures)

5. DIVIDEND DETAILS: (just for illustration 
purposes, based on random figures)

6. NET ASSET VALUE (NAV): (just for illustration 
purposes, based on random figures)

7. EXPENSE RATIO: ( just for illustration 
purposes, based on random figures)

8. RISKOMETER:  ( just for illustration 
purposes, based on random figures)

9. PRODUC T LABELL ING:  ( just  for 
illustration purposes, based on random 
figures)
XYZ FUND
(An Open-Ended Equity scheme investing 
in large cap, Mid cap and Small cap stocks)
Benchmark: S&P BSE-500
This product is suitable for investors 

seeking
· Capital appreciation in the long term
· Investment in a mix of equity and equity 

related instruments
* Investors must always consult their 
financial advisors before investing in 
mutual fund schemes. 
10. MINIMUM INVESTMENT DETAILS: 

(just for illustration purposes, based on 
random figures)

1 1 .  S I P  P E R FO R M A N C E :  ( j u st  fo r 
illustration purposes, based on random 
figures)
IMPORTANCE OF A FACTSHEET

Many investors shy away from the task of 
conducting proper in-depth research as they 

consider it cumbersome. To 
make life easy for investors, 
mutual funds prepare fund 
factsheets which details the 
pivotal information required 
before investing. Mutual fund 
factsheets are disclosed on a 

monthly basis with updated details. 
In the end, please don't forget 
that mutual fund investments 
are subject to market risk, read 
a l l  t h e  s c h e m e  r e l a t e d 
documents carefully.

MUTUAL FUND FACTSHEET 

Close % Cng Close % Cng

53177.5 0.03 31273.7 -0.52

15850.2 0.11 11323.0 -1.75

27049.5 0.66 3862.1 -0.97

22364.5 0.61 58487.0 1.44

3135.4 -0.07 6091.2 0.73

3112.8 0.21 13243.6 0.44

6994.2 -0.31 7326.0 0.93
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Market Update

Indian shares recouped early losses to close higher on Tuesday as oil explorer ONGC and aluminium producer Hindalco rose on a rebound in commodity prices after China relaxed

some COVID-19 curbs. The NSE Nifty 50 index ended 0.11% higher at 15,850.2, and the S&P BSE Sensex edged up 0.03% at 53,177.45 in last-hour buying, managing to gain for a

fourth straight day after falling up to 0.7% each earlier in the session. China eased some quarantine requirements for international arrivals on Tuesday, raising hopes for stronger

growth and a revival in demand for commodities, pushing broader stocks and prices of metals and crude higher. State-owned ONGC was the top Nifty percentage gainer, rising 5.6%

to log its best session since mid-May. Hindalco Industries climbed 4.1%, gaining for a fourth straight session. The Nifty Metal index rose 1.7% and the Nifty Energy index added 1%.

The Nifty Auto index climbed 1.3%, boosted by a 2.7% rise in Mahindra and Mahindra. Coal India advanced 2.7% to a near two-week high. Meanwhile, shares of Titan Company

slumped 3.5%, while Asian Paints, which uses crude derivatives, slid 3.4%, marking its worst day since May 25. Food delivery firm Zomato plunged 8.4%, costing investors nearly $1

billion over two sessions after announcing a deal to buy local grocery-delivery startup Blinkit last week. Despite the benchmark indexes' multiple-session winning run, they are on

course for their worst month since the pandemic-hit March of 2020 due to hefty losses earlier in June on inflation and interest rate worries.

Indian shares recover as ONGC, Hindalco rise on commodity rebound
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70.00 149.35 200.00 3 mns+ 194.95 108.50

850.00 1551.50 2200.00 3 mns+ 2078.55 1368.20
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